The Monster Hiding Under Our Beds Isn’t
Trump; It’s The Media
| by V. Saxena

In response to President Donald Trump’s rally Tuesday evening in Phoenix, where he paraded a litany
of truth bombs about the deceptive media, the same deceptive media of whom he spoke went hysterical
(AGAIN), with one particularly droll fool accusing the president of wanting to ignite a civil war.
“He has given oxygen to racists,” lied CNN hack Don Lemon, according to the Washington Free
Beacon. “He hasn’t really said anything [to] denounce the alt-right … He is clearly trying to ignite a
civil war in this country. He has not tamped down race.”
That’s a remarkable statement considering that the only ones promoting political violence are in fact
those in the media.
From championing Antifa’s cause, which includes ridding the nation of all conservatives, libertarians
and classical liberals, to penning a glowing defense of the black hooligans who harassed and assaulted
white Trump supporters at Howard University over the weekend, the media have made it clear they
support political violence against the president and his supporters.
This raises an important question, as asked by National Review contributor Ben Shapiro:
[W]hat’s scarier: a thousand pasty and pathetic would-be tough guys marching around in
the middle of the night shouting, “Jews will not replace us,” then weeping openly when
arrest warrants are issued for violence, or the mainstream Left embracing violence in the
streets? Some college-age dweeb goose-stepping around with a flag created 50 years before
his birth, or somebody punching that guy, to the cheers of the media?
The latter scenarios by far.

But here’s another question: What’s scarier — a single man, our president, criticizing the deceitful
press, or the conglomerate known as the liberal media establishment normalizing political violence
against conservatives, advocating for the censorship of conservative ideas and denigrating all of the
president’s supporters as racists, bigots, Islamophobes, homophobes, white supremacists, Nazis, you
name it?
Again I find the latter scenarios far more frightening. And I believe New York University professor
Michael Rectenwald would as well.
To see why, read the following post he published to Facebook this week regarding what he described as
the “pernicious ideology” of “academia, the mass media, social media and sectors of corporate
America”:

Object 1

Dovetailing back to Trump’s rally, this morning Axios co-founder Mike Allen warned that if the
president continues to criticize the press, “some journalist could get beaten, or worse.”
Kind of like how reporters have been harassed and/or attacked by Antifa thugs in Richmond,
Virginia and in Charlottesville, Virginia?
Yet when I tried searching Google for information on these attacks, I found nothing from The New York
Times, The Washington Post, ABC, CBS, NBC, etc.
It’s as if the attacks never even happened.
Look, no matter what the media or Democrat politicians claim, Trump is neither a racist, a white
supremacist, a Nazi, a dictator in making nor a monster. He’s just a loudmouth New Yorker who
managed to become our president by being blunt and honest.
The media, on the other hand, from stipulating that Trump not say this or that, to engaging in hysterics
every time he disobeys their demands, covering up the truth when it contradicts their narrative and
purposefully brainwashing liberal Americans into believing lie after lie after lie after lie, really are
monsters.
They’re monsters who hide underneath our beds, itching for the opportunity to creep out of their
gloomy bunkers and poison the hearts, minds and souls of anyone still willing to listening to their lies.
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Poor CNN..
Devoted, their entire company, to dissing Trump..
But, “the stories, are getting old”
Think of how miserable that must be, to work at CNN, and have to read that prompter
“Uh Uh, Russians! Uh Uh..”
That’s all I got..
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I can’t stand to see that Don Lemonface’s face.
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•
Don Lemon is a punk. That will give him a start out news conversation to
broadcast on his next sissy girl rant. Definition of a punk? That’s him holding up
his girly boy sign.
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The number one enemy in this country right now is the media!!
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Excellent article and, in particular, the post from Michael Rechtenwald. Thank you for sharing
his eloquent synopsis of the 2017 social condition.
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“He is clearly trying to ignite a civil war in this country. He has not tamped down race,”
says Don Lemon of CNN.
If anybody has been trying to ignite a civil war it’s been the left and their wh0res in the media.
From all the riots, refusal to participate in the inaugeration, the attempted assassination of 20+
Republicans, gangs of paid facist thugs in masks to tearing down monuments it’s the left who is
provoking a rebellion. The left always accuses Republicans of what they do. Always!!!
• oneteedoffpatriot
•
Out of the many GOP candidates during the primaries Trump was an “also ran”. He started
berating the media and that was what put him up front. Every time he went after the media, he
gained more fans.
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•
Hold up! Is that Hillary crawling from underneath that bed?
• Peter Brown
•
Couldn’t fit.
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•
She sleeps on a raised pedestal bed, as Royalty demands.
• Peter Brown
•
That wouldn’t be easily convertible to a funeral pyre, would it?
•
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•
She could if it was a bunk bed and this is the top bunk ?!
• Peter Brown
•
Never mind just seeing something like that anywhere, much less in your
bedroom. If it grabbed your ankle and said it was going to suck your toes,
your heart would explode into a thousand chunks.
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Nightmares.
I picture that being how hildog will look as she greets her new
master, satan.
Soon, very soon…….
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All these race issues……..thx, Obama.
Fundamental transformation, completed. Pfffft
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A well bankrolled and corrupt news networks are not the fourth estate; they’re the fifth column
in America. They’re a hostile, traitorous, subversive group of infiltrators, the enemy in our
midst. Working against the American people, this institution’s sympathy and allegiance stand
with the enemy of our people, our republic.
Their rhetoric has been consistently against a duly elected administration, established values,
traditions, due process, and jurisprudence. News outlets think they have unlimited authority, not
fearing any consequences to their actions, in pursuit to influence the public.
Isn’t it suspect that news media’s ‘reporting’ are almost perfect copies of each other. They sit in
their comfortable latrines chewing their editorial diarrhea like a cow with cud, the same
hyperbole or worthless opinion. Whenever they come up with an exhausted, reworked
performance, they attempt to peddle it as a new discovery. Astonished when they hear its
institution is detested or loathed, in a predictable fashion they creep into their fake outrage
pretense.
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And this attitude is reproduced globally.
Of course, all professional media express the opinion of castes of media owners,
politicians, religious, companies, etc., associated with interest in economic power and
slavery.
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I agree with you Carlos, It’s perplexing what is happening in the U.S. The
attitude of the ‘Left’ seems to be geared to and headed towards statism, the
control of a few and big government. Devaluating individual autonomy, driving
or promoting rule by unelected or difficult to remove elites, similar to the current
E.U. model.
Big media uses our standard language, appending or perverting established
meanings to advance their narrative. They scream they’re for ‘free speech’, but in
reality, fight to diminish or remove it. Our caricature journalists think it will be
beneficial for them, yet they’ll be the first to be eliminated, if and when our
liberties weaken or disappear.
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“. . . seems to be . . .”?

The authoritarian statist Left (pardon the redundancies) is all about power
and control through the concentration of power in central government.
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New world order means a centralized government, a politics, a religion, a
god: lucifer. The dream of satan and the ideal of freemasonry.
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Even Fox News has become dangerous. But not as Dangerous to the COuntry as
MSNBC,ABC,CBS,NBC,CNN…
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•
FOX news is under the gun of National Security Psychological Warfare. We really need
to start the civil war at this point unless child exploitation is your thing. This is where we
are right now and the subconscious humanity is having a melt down.
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I haven’t heard much news about Russian collusion and the special counsel lately??? Have the
left moved on to their next insane argument??? They will stop at nothing because they are sorry
losers just like ISIS. They will lie, cheat, steal and murder to keep what little power and
influence they have left. As for me I realize everyday they actually hate this country and are
fighting satan’s battles against truth. And the good news is we know that satan is already
defeated!!! So lie, cheat, steal and murder all you want, it makes no difference – YOUR DONE,
FINISHED, NADA. Your on the wrong side of God.
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Right now we have retirees and 5 to 8 generations who die dependent on the Blue Pill to
survive.
You do understand that the Blue Pill is a psychological stimulant for the human brain,
right �
It is called Denial �
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The pathetic part? An awful lot of Tax funds have become sucked up into Social causes, which
is fueling emotional dependence.
Why is the IRS not following Public funds? Follow the money, damned it to hell!
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“….Axios
co-founder Mike Allen warned that if the president continues to
criticize the press, “some journalist could get beaten, or worse.”
Oh kind of like when Oblammy incorrectly (every time) blamed Law enforcement for ‘acting
stupidly’ or implied a deeper, darker acial agenda was at work – on numerous occasions of
justifiable shootings ? Like that ?
And like when LEOs were murdered in cold blood while simply doing their jobs…?
Like THAT, you mean ?
Or when race relations went down the toilet thanks to Oblammy ? Like THAT ?
Or that a now militant left has been emboldened by Oblammy to violence on all who disagree…
Like THAT ?
•

